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Bentley is a leading provider of nautical charting software and
services, and a choice among marine industries, including oil and gas
companies, surveyors and charting professionals, and marine public
agencies. The company has offices in the U.S., Mexico, Brazil, and

Australia. You can review your teams usage of SACS via a web-based
interface through a wide range of reports. These reports are available
at and let you see who used what software and when. This information

will be valuable to you in ensuring that you are getting best value
from your software. The designated account contact for your

organization will have permission to login to this server and to review
these reports. This SELECTserver web portal also includes tools for

managing licenses including managing check-outs, forcing check-ins
of licenses, if required, and controlling access to applications. If your
recorded usage shows a peak usage that is greater than the number
of licenses that you own, your Bentley account manager will contact

you to discuss the usage. They will review with you whether your
current license portfolio matches your license needs and can

recommend a range of options to true-up to ensure you have the
licenses you need. Peak usage is the maximum number of licenses

that are used within any 1-hour period. MAXSURF Scribe is designed
for existing designers who already have extensive MAXSURF

knowledge. MAXSURF Scribe is an easy way to incorporate MAXSURF
into a MAXSURF solution. MAXSURF Scribe enables users to define,

visualize, and produce their MAXSURF objects. MAXSURF Scribe does
not have a license requirement so users can quickly access MAXSURF

without any initial cost. MAXSURF Scribe can be used across
applications and platforms.
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The HJI MAXSURF Coded C++, C#, Maxsurf Code and all other
Maxsurf VI8i products are all COM/OLE compliant. This means they

run on Windows XP and above, including Windows 7, and on the
Mac. The Maxsurf Coded products will run on Windows Vista or

greater. The Maxsurf Code products will run on Windows Vista or
greater. The Maxsurf Production Team features a new solution for
professional VR, MAXSURF for VR, that fully integrates production

management and the operation of the Maxsurf products with
simulation in a single interface. This is the first solution of its kind

and represents a major software evolution for Maxsurf. MAXSURF 6
is a visual tool that integrates with the MAXSURF software for

design, analysis and optimization. MAXSURF integrates with other
design applications to provide inter-operability and compatibility,
thus allowing the users to bring design data created in another
application into MAXSURF. Maxsurf also features new additional

tools that are designed to improve efficiency in the application of
Maxsurf. This includes a new user interface and applications to

better interact with the new VR Application Maxsurf for VR, and the
new MAXSURF for VR Application. The Maxsurf Stability Analysis

features an added stability alert feature in the control panel and a
new way of presenting stability results to ease operations.

MAXSURF is a common platform for both design and analysis of
marine and maritime vessels. MAXSURF can be used for the design
of components of vessels such as towers, jetties, ramps, platforms,
moorings, breakwaters, and shipyards. MAXSURF can also be used
for the design of components of marine structures such as docks,

bridges, and oil and gas platforms. MAXSURF is also used in nuclear
design and has been used to analyze the tsunami effects

associated with the Japanese earthquake and tsunami of 2011.
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